


Mexican public virtual high school program 
(established 2007)

innovation: in curriculum, technology & 

management

and we LOVE IT!!!



students in 

34 countries 
worldwide



10 entities (state education 
ministries & public schools)

7 private schools 
16 states

118 municipalities

8,007 students
6,623 graduates

more 

teenagers!!!

2007:   1%

2016: 49%



interdisciplinary







semester communicative cognitive & metac. methodological math & ICT

1 Identifying text 
structures
Contextualization 
Paraphrasing 

Observation 
Comparison 
Relation 
Selective attention 

information
search & 
evaluation 
Identifying
variables

Use of 
symbols
Use of math 
language
File 
management

2 Identifying
arguments
Reading graphic 
organizers

Analysis
Synthesis
Divergent thinking
Metacognitive planning

Hypothesis 
construction
Definition of 
variables

Representing
patterns and 
trajectories
Tabulating
Internet 
search

3 Building arguments
Developing graphic 
representations

Inference
Deduction 
Metacognitive monitoring

Developing
observations and 
journals

Graph analysis
Exploring
software

4 Writing essays
Writing research 
reports

Elaboration
Transference
Metacognitive revision

Developing
experiments and 
modeling

Transforming 
data into 
information
Creating data 
bases

skill map



only 24 

courses, one 

at a time
(4 weeks)



coordinator

call center

tutor
counselor

student is never alone



2009: national award 
/ educational 
innovation 



In 2016 we redesigned our 

educational model at

our virtual high school





Most ideas came from the German architect Ole Schereen 
and how he sees the experience of inhabiting a building.



individuals live and modify 
their context 

we explore strategies rather 
than use predetermined 
methods

knowledge is as important as 
the ability to think things 
anew and differently

we create a matrix of 
content, emotions, 
provocations and narratives

we all learn



multilevel design

core contents

prerequisite contents

Advance Placement contents

videos text visuals
integrative 
project



We worked a lot and came 

up with a model we liked 

VERY MUCH!
(we even called it our 

star model!!!)





Our content developers 

were also VERY 

happy!





But they delivered a 

beautiful, organized and 

lovely TOMATO!

It was not a star!!!





what should 
we do?



We tried some
solutions:

Redo our experts work

Organize workshops with our 

experts to reaffirm the model

Hire new 

experts

All these solutions are time consuming, 
costly and, many times ineffective.




